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Abstract Color histogram is an important technique for
color image database indexing and retrieving. In this pa-
per, traditional color histogram is modified to capture spa-
tial layout information of each color and three types spatial
color histograms are introduced: annular, angular and hy-
brid color histograms. Experiments show that with a proper
trade-off between the granularity in color dimensions and
that in spatial dimensions, the performance of these his-
tograms outperforms the traditional color histogram and
some existing histogram refinement such as color coherent
vector.
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1 Introduction and Related Works

Color histogram is one of the most important techniques
for content-based image retrieval[9] because of its effi-
ciency and effectiveness. However, due to the statistical
nature, color histogram can only index the content of im-
ages in a limited way. To make color histogram more ef-
fective for image indexing, spatial information should be
considered[1, 4, 6]. In the following, new techniques are
proposed to extend color histogram in one more dimension.
In addition to the the statistics in the dimensions of a color
space, the distribution state of each single color in the spa-
tial dimension is also taken into account. The combination
of the statistics in the color and the spatial layout is called
asspatial color histogram.

Starting from a mathematical model on how to charac-
terize the distribution state of a set of geometric points on a
2-D plane under constraints such as translation and rotation
invariant, a concept ofdistribution densityis introduced in
section 2. In section 3, this concept is applied to images,
and three types of densities:annular, angularandhybrid
distribution density, are introduced. This density informa-
tion is used to modify the traditional histogram to get the
spatial color histogram of an image. The refined histogram
is presented as aM � N matrix whereM, the number of

the rows, is the granularity of the histogram in the color
dimension andN, the number of columns, is the granular-
ity of the spatial color histogram in the spatial dimension.
Implementation issues and experiments of the comparison
among the newly proposed techniques, the traditional one
and some existing histogram refinement technique such as
color coherent vector[3] are presented in section 4.

There are several techniques proposed to integrate spatial
information with color histograms. Hsuet al. [1] integrates
spatial information with color histograms by first selecting
a set of representative colors and then analyzing the spa-
tial information of the selected colors usingmaximum en-
tropyquantization with event covering method. Stricker and
Dimai [8] partition an image into 5 partially overlapping,
fuzzy regions, extract the first three moments of the color
distribution for each region, and then organize them into a
feature vector of small dimension. Smith and Chang [6]
apply back-projection on binary color sets to extract color
regions. Pass and Zabih [3] define the concept ofcolor co-
herent vector (CCV)and use it to split a color histogram
vector into two parts: a coherent vector and a non-coherent
vector. A pixel is calledcoherentif its connected compo-
nent is large enough. ACCVof an image is the histogram
over all coherent pixels of the image. Later, Huang [2] pro-
posescolor correlogramfor refining histogram.

The difference between the approaches developed in this
paper and above works is that the importance of the spatial
information is made equal to that of color, and the spatial
and color contributions to a final histogram can be balanced
via tuning the quantization parameters.

2 Distribution Density of a Finite Set of
Points on a 2-D Plane

The mathematical model is stated informally as:Given
a finite set of geometric points on a 2-D plane, how to char-
acterize the “distribution state” of the set? How to define
similarity of two such sets?This is perfect for modeling
spatial color histogram. Traditional histogram is only the
statistics of the amount of each color so that the distribution



manner of each color on the image is neglected. General ob-
servations state that the “spatial distribution state” of each
color in an image is also important to the content of the im-
age. Intuitively, the color histogram is a statistics on “how
much” of each color contributing to the final histogram of
an image, while a spatial distribution state of each color is
a statistics on “where and how” the color is distributed in
the image. Given a color quantization, for each color bin,
define all of the pixels whose colors are in the bin ashis-
togram subset of the bin. In the following, a mathematical
analysis of a histogram subset is conducted.

Given a 2-D plane associated with a coordinate system,
letS = f (x1, y1), (x2, y2), ..., (xn, yn)g be a set ofn points
on the plane andxi; yi are x-coordinate and y-coordinate of
theith points. In the following, any superset ofS is called
auniverse overS.

Definition 1. Given a universeU overS, a measure of
the distribution state ofU is a mappingF from all of the
subsets ofU , denoted as2U , to somek-dimensional Eu-
clidean spaceRk, i.e. F : 2U �! Rk . F(S) is called the
distribution densityof S andk is called thegranularity.

From now on, for a given setS, j S j always refers to the
cardinalityof S.

Example 1. F(S) =j S j, the cardinality of setS is a
distribution density ofS with granularity degree1.

Example 2. Given any partitionfUi; 1 � i � pg of
the universeU , a density functionF : 2U �! Rp can be
defined as follows, for anyS 2 2U , F(S) = (j S1 j; j S2 j
; :::; j Sp j) with Si = S

T
Ui for i = 1; 2; :::; p. F(S) is

a distribution density ofS with granularity degreep.
The traditional color histogram vector is a special case.

The universeU is the set of all the pixel positions of the
image and the partition is based on the color quantization.

Any distance measure for Euclidean space can be used
to define similarity measure of two subsets under a same
universe with a distribution measure.

Definition 2. Notations are as above. LetS1 andS2 be
two sets in universeU with distribution measureF . Sup-
poseD(�; �) is a distance forRk, thenD(F(S1);F(S2)) is
called the similarity distance betweenS1 andS2 with re-
spect toF .

Next, the concept is used to define spatial color his-
togram of images.

3 Annular, Angular and Hybrid Histograms

Let (pij)C�R be an image of sizeC�R wherepij is the
color of pixel (i; j). Let U = f(x; y) j 1 � x � R; 1 �
y � Cg. SupposeB1; B2; :::; BM are the blocks in the
color space after quantization withM color bins. LetSq =
f(x; y) j (x; y) 2 U ; pxy 2 Bqg for 1 � q � M , then
U =

SM

q=1 Sq is a partition ofU . Here eachSq , called

histogram subset of binBq , is the set of pixels whose color
is in theqth bin.

Next consider the histogram subsetSq as a geometric set
on the2�D plane for each color binBq . LetCq = (xq ; yq)
be thecentroidof Sq , wherexq andyq are defined as

xq =
1

j Sq j

X

(x;y)2Sq

x; yq =
1

j Sq j

X

(x;y)2Sq

y

Let rq be theradiusof Sq which is defined as

rq =max(x;y)2Sq

p
(x� xq)2 + (y � yq)2

Given a numberN , uniformly divide the radius intoN
buckets, then drawN concentric circles withCq as the
center and withkr

q

N
as the radius for each1 � k � N

to form N annular regions. The intersections ofSq with
each of the regions from the innermost to the out-most one,
Rq1; Rq2; :::; RqN , give a partition ofSq .

Definition 3. Vector (j Rq1 j; j Rq2 j; :::; j RqN j
) is called theannular distribution densityof the setSq .
N is called thespatial granularityof the density. This is
illustrated inFigure 1.

Figure 1. Annular distribution density vec-
tor is calculated by counting the number of
points in each annular region. The vector is:
(4, 11, 9, 5).

Set A�� = j R�� j for � = 1; 2; :::; M and
� = 1; 2; :::; N , then aM �N matrixA = (A��)M�N

is a modification of the traditional histogram. This matrix is
called theannular color histogramof the image. The sim-
plest similarity distance is just the Euclidean distance by
regarding the matrix as a 1-dimensional vector. Since the
centroid and the annular partition of each histogram subset
are translation and rotation invariant, so is the annular color
histogram, implying that the histogram is tolerant to a small
movement of a camera when images are taken.

Notice that whenN = 1, the matrix is degraded to the
traditional histogram.



Similar to the annular partition, angular partition intro-
duces another type of spatial color histogram. In order to
make angular partition also preserve the translation and ro-
tation invariant, a starting direction of the partition is deter-
mined at first. Consider a coordinate system associated to
Sq by translate the original coordinate system to the cen-
troid Cq = (xq ; yq) of Sq . For each point(x; y) 2 Sq ,
calculate the direction(principal angle)�(x; y) of the point
in the associated coordinate system via

�(x; y) = arctan(
y � yq

x� xq
)� �

where+, � are to be selected depending on which quad-
rant the point is in. Then theaverage direction, denoted as
�(Sq), of the subsetSq , called theprincipal direction ofSq
is

�(Sq) =
1

j Sq j

X

(x;y)2Sq

�(x; y)

Notice that the principal direction ofSq is both translation
and rotation invariant with respect to the original image.
Now given a numberN , for each histogram subsetSq , star-
ing from the principle direction�(Sq), uniformly divide the
unit circle centered atCq into N arcs so that the plane is
equally divided intoN fan-like domains, calledangular re-
gions, then starting from the principal direction, partitionSq
by intersecting it with each of the angular regions counter-
clockwise to get:Rq1; Rq2; :::; RqN .

Definition 4. With above angular partition,(j Rq1 j; j
Rq2 j; :::; j RqN j) is called theangular distribution den-
sity of the setSq . This scenario is illustrated inFigure 2.

Figure 2. Angular distribution density vector
is calculated by counter-clockwise counting
the number of points in each angular region,
starting from the principal direction. The vec-
tor is: (5, 4, 2, 6, 7, 1, 3, 1).

By combining above two approaches, a hybrid partition
of Sq is proposed inFigure 3.

Definition 5. With the hybrid partition, the associated
cardinality vector is called thehybrid distribution density
of the setSq .

Figure 3. Hybrid distribution density vector is
calculated by counting the number of points
in each sector, from inner annular region to
outer ones and within each annular region,
in the angular order as discussed in Figure 2.
The vector is: (1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 2, 2, 1, 1, 3,
0, 2, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 0, 0, 1).

Similar to the discussion in the annular case, the angular
and hybrid densities can also be independently applied to
define the color-space histogram matrix. These matrices are
called asangular histogram matrixandhybrid histogram
matrix respectively.

4 Experiments and Comparisons

Database SetupThe test database consists of 500 art and
real-world images divided into 41 similar groups such as
scenery, human activities, animals, etc. All of the images
are down-loaded from various web sites so that no pre-
restrictions such as camera type, brightness are specified for
the testing.

ImplementationFive techniques of calculating color his-
tograms in the HVC color space are implemented: the tradi-
tional histogram, color coherent vector (CCV)[3] and three
types of histogram described above: annular, angular, hy-
brid histogram matrices.

HVC color space is a non-linear transform from the raw
RGB space. It is nothing else but the representation of
the famous CIE 1976(L�a�b�)[5, Section 2.7.4] under the
cylinder coordinate system. Explicitly, HVC is defined via

H = arctan( b
�

a�
); V = L�; andC =

p
a�2 + b�2

Feature vectors of the same dimensionality are generated
for above mentioned five histogram. The dimensionality is
set to 2048. The color space is quantized by making uni-
form partition in each color dimension. Furthermore, for



the spatial color histograms, the parameters for quantizing
color histogram sets under the polar coordinate(r; �) are
listed in Figure 4. Color coherent and incoherent vectors
are set to be of dimension 1024 so that they contribute to
final feature vectors of dimension 2048. Euclidean distance
is used as the similarity measure for each case.

Dim. Ann. Ang. Hyb. Trad. (CCV)
H 8 8 8 32 16
V 4 4 4 8 8
C 4 4 4 8 8
r 16 1 4 1 1
� 1 16 4 1 1

Total 2048 2048 2048 2048 2048

Figure 4. Quantization parameters: the color
and spatial granularity for 5 histograms.

Performance ComparisonFigure 5 lists the average
precision-recalls taken over 500 queries. Theperformance
area[7] of each histogram is: 1415.74 (annular), 1352.65
(angular), 1314.20 (hybrid), 1156.77 (CCV) and 1037.22
(traditional), hence the improvement of the spatial color
histograms over the traditional one are:36:49%(annular),
30:41%(angular) and26:71% (hybrid). The improvement
of the spatial color histograms over CCV are:22:39% (an-
nular),16:93% (angular) and13:61% (hybrid).

As for the efficiency, the proposed techniques has the
same time complexity as the traditional one: they are linear
to the image size while CCV is not linear time. It is more
efficient than CCV and correlogram[2].

5 Conclusions

The color spatial histograms can improve the perfor-
mance of an image search engine based on color feature.
Moreover, the approaches also provide a way to explore a
particular range of color in more detail in the spatial domain
so that it is extremely useful when a subset of colors is the
main focus.

The idea of spatial densities can also be applied to the
refinements of other image features as long as the spatial
information is to be integrated into the feature.
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